Abstract The significance of the solar radio burst signatures for the solar energetic particle (SEP) classification is investigated in the current report. The solar radio bursts associated with the proton-producing solar flares and coronal mass ejections are usually of types II, III and IV. Based on the solar radio burst occurrences in different wavelength ranges, several categories for the SEP origin are adopted. This study evaluates the statistical differences in the flare and CME event samples related to each of these proton categories: flare-driven, CME-driven and mixed-contribution.
Introduction
The use of remotely observed radio emission (produced by electrons) in the identification of the origin of solar energetic particles (SEPs: electrons, protons and heavy ions with keV-MeV energies) is known for long time (e.g., Lin 1970) . However, the same radio signatures (solar radio type II bursts) were used in the SEP classification proposed by Reames (1999) . In the subsequent revisions, e.g., by Cliver (2009) , Reames (2013) and the references therein, it was attempted to repair the initial inconsistency, namely the inclusion of type II radio burst in either category and prepare a more realistic SEP scheme.
Observations in radio wavelengths (from decimetric, dm, to kilometric, km, range) provide an independent diagnostic tool for testing electron acceleration mechanisms and tracking the time evolution of the electron propagation, from the low corona to the Earth's orbit. Although comparing any electron signatures with in situ observed protons is an approximation, this indirect method is frequently used in the literature due to the availability of numerous proton catalogs compared to the lack of comprehensive electron lists to present date. Under the assumption that electrons and protons are accelerated by the same mechanism and in the same place, the radio emission will be used in the present study to relate to the origin of the in situ protons. This simplification is adopted in all studies that compare occurrence and parameters of in situ proton events with radio burst signatures generated by electrons. Case studies (Kallenrode and Wibberenz, 1991; Krucker and Lin, 2000) show that there are occasional differences in the proton and electron release times from the Sun based on estimations using various numerical techniques; however uncertainty ranges are not provided.
The radio emission is organized historically into several burst types (see reviews by Nindos et al. 2008, Pick and Vilmer 2008) , depending on their appearance in the radio burst spectra, their time and frequency coverage, drift, etc., namely: type II (widely adopted as the signature of shock wave in the corona and/or interplanetary space), type III (emission by electron beams) and type IV (trapped electrons) being the relevant ones for SEP events.
Numerous catalogs of proton (and electron) events also identified the radio signatures provided as complementary information to the particle event lists, e.g., Kahler (1982) , Cane et al. (2010) , Vainio et al. (2013) , Richardson et al. (2014) , Papaionnou et al. (2016) , or radio bursts are used in timing studies between the extrapolated particle injection at the Sun and the release of the radio burst (e.g., Koloumvakos et al. (2015) and the referenced therein) as well as for SEP events forecasting (e.g., Balch et al. 2008; Laurenza et al. 2009; Kahler and Ling 2015; Winter and Ledbetter 2015; Alberti et al. 2017) . Listing all works using radio bursts in the studies of SEP events is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
The present study is based on the statistical results of SEPrelated radio bursts over the period 1997-2006 by Miteva et al. (2013) , as well as the analysis covering the period 1996-2016 by Miteva et al. (2017a,b) , which can be considered as the revised and extended version of Miteva et al. (2013) . The latter studies use a set of criteria on the appearance or not of given radio burst type combination in order to relate to the certainty of the proposed solar origin. In this work, the above line of research will be followed and further explored covering the same time period, namely the previous solar cycle (SC), SC23 (1996 SC23 ( -2008 , and the ongoing SC24 (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . Although SC24 is not complete, few events are expected to occur in the final years of the cycle (2017) (2018) (2019) . Thus, in this study the period of eight years is regarded as representative for the entire SC24.
Event selection
The event list used here is adopted from Miteva et al. (2017b) , in the period 1996-2016. There are 431 proton events listed there, together with their identified radio bursts. The solar origin identification procedure and the radio burst type association, related to the proton-related flares and CMEs, are explained in detail there.
We adopt the criteria for Flare-driven/CME-driven/Mixedcontribution to the particle flux as proposed by Miteva et al. (2017b) , according to the different combinations of radio bursts in the specific radio wavelength ranges. However, there are 40 events with no data both in dm and decimetric-metric (dm-m) ranges that were kept there under the assumption that over the entire sample the event identification will not be significantly modified in case radio data is found. Subsequently, these cases were not excluded which also increased the statistics. Thus, this earlier study should be considered as an upper limit for the event categories described below, in terms of proposed definition and event number. In contrast to the first version of the categorization provided in Miteva et al. (2017b) , in this study a more conservative approach is adopted and the events with data gaps in both dm and dm-m range are dropped from further analysis. Nevertheless, events that have data gap either in the dm-range or in the dm-m range are kept in the event list.
In summary, there are three main sub-groups proposed in view of the flare vs. CME classification scheme: particles influenced mainly by flares, mainly by CMEs, or by both, as summarized below. Note that this categorization is made only under the assumption of radio burst occurrence without imposing additional restrictions on the particles and their solar origin, flares or CMEs. Thus, it can be regarded as a different approach and an alternative SEP classification scheme, compared to SEP classifications based on in situ particle data. Each sample can be considered as a subset (out of the entire list) containing protons and their associated flares, CMEs and radio bursts.
The following definition for the SEP-classification is proposed accounting for the physical conditions during the dominant particle acceleration process taking place in the respective sample:
Flare Data gaps: 17% (72/431); data gaps simultaneously in the dm and dm-m range or data gap in the m-to-km ranges; these events are dropped from the statistics and further in this study the remaining 359 events are considered as the entire event sample.
Thus the percentages reported earlier for all event categories (Miteva et al. 2017b) , with the exception of the data gaps, are now reduced. Each of the three categories of events contains information on protons, and their solar origin -flares and CMEs. Namely, to each of the above categories there is related sample of protons, flares and CME events, which are investigated in detail below.
Results

Overall distributions
Out of the entire sample, based on 359 events and given below as a reference value, three main categories of events are distinguished: Flare-driven, CME-driven and Mixed-contribution event samples, respectively. In addition, several time periods are considered: 1996-2016 (denoted as SC23+SC24), 1996-2008 (SC23) and 2009-2016 (denoted as SC24, although the current SC is still ongoing).
The proton intensity is divided, according to the median value of the proton intensity for the entire sample, into large (denoted with L, namely all events with proton intensities larger than the median) and small (denoted with S, namely smaller than the median value). Their number and percentage (as a ratio to the respective sample size) are calculated for each category and given in Table 1 . Namely, the Flare-driven category consists of 27% of larger protons, whereas in the remaining three categories the large protons are nearly equally distributed, from 55% (for the Mixed category) to 51% (for the entire sample), respectively. Overall, these rates are similar when performing the same calculations in the time periods over SC23 and SC24 (with the exception of the Mixed category behavior in SC24 when the fraction of large protons is 76%).
Additionally, for the same category the percentages of Western (W) and Eastern (E) helio-longitude of the solar origin, evaluated either as the direction of propagation of the CME and/or the longitude of the flare AR, are calculated. The results are close to the value of 70% for W and 30% for E-location (only the Mixed category has slightly larger value of 77% for events originating from W-location for the entire sample and 85% for the events in SC24, see Table 1 ). Table of the occurrence (in percentage) of proton intensity and direction of propagation for the CME/longitude of the active region (AR) within each event category: Flare-driven, CME-driven, Mixedcontribution and Entire event sample, respectively. The events with data gaps are being dropped. The number of events to the number of events in the entire sub-sample is given in brackets. Abbreviations used: L: large proton events; S: small proton events; W: western longitude of the AR or direction of propagation for the CME, E: eastern; unc: uncertain.
Flare-driven category CME-driven category In each of these categories, there are data gaps in associating flares and CMEs to the proton events due to back-sided solar eruptions, complex cases or data gaps. Thus the number of flare and CME sample used for the statistical study below is always less than the proton event sample in the respective category. The exact event numbers are noted while describing the solar origin distributions. Namely, histograms are built for the flare class (in soft-X-ray, SXR, emission), flare (onset-to-peak) rise time, CME projected (reported as linear) speed and the CME angular width (AW).
The distributions are organized as follows. For the flare class, the range C1-to-X2 is plotted into bins with a width of 1-2(3) flare class units, whereas one bin is reserved for all B-class flares and one bin -for all flares ≥X3. The flare rise time is plotted with a 2-min bin width, the CME speed -with a 100 km/s, whereas the AW is shown using 25-degree bins.
Distributions of the Flare-driven category
Flare-driven sample consists of 71 proton events. For this sample flares could be identified for 42 of the proton cases and CMEs -for 66 cases, which are used for the statistics below. Based on these reduced samples, when the flare characteristics are considered 11 cases (out of 13) are left to be of certain flare origin and the remaining 31 are of probable flare-origin (according to the new SEP categorization proposed above). For the CMEs, there are also 11 certain cases. In Figure 1 , upper row are shown the histograms for flare class and flare rise time, and in the lower row -for CME speed and CME AW. The mean/median values are given on each respective plot. The distribution is given as a stacked histogram, namely the colored section (the height of each colored bar) denotes the number of events in each respective group (certain, given with dark-gray and probable origin, given with light-gray color). The sum of the two colored sections gives the total number of events in each bin.
The flare class distribution is double-peaked, where two bins (at C1/2 and M1/2) rising higher than the remaining ones. These bins contain 6 (out of 11) certain cases and are denoted with darkgray color on the plot. The mean/median values (calculated for the entire sample of 42 cases) is C7.3/C9.0, respectively.
The standard error is calculated as a square root of the number of all events in each bin (the latter is denoted by the bin height). Although the standard error is relatively large, the described trends are evident. For clarity purposes, in Fig. 1 the standard error is calculated over the entire bin, and not only on the light-colored section. The standard error for the certain cases (dark-colored bins) will have the same value as the already depicted error bar on a neighboring bin (of any color combination) of the same height.
Flare rise time (with individual values for the different cases ranging from 3 to 162 min) is shown over a period of one hour for clarity purpose; however the mean/median values (24/13 min) are calculated over the entire event sample. The majority of the cases have a flare rise time within about 20 min, including the majority of the certain cases; one is not shown since it has a value of 80 min. The obtained values for the flare rise time for this category are consistent with the properties of `impulsive flares' proposed by of Park et al. (2010) , however the flare-driven sample defined here is not CME-free, namely by definition it does not exclude the presence or indirect influence of CMEs on the particle flux.
Thus, as the other categories, the flare-driven (or flaredominated) one contains information on proton events and their solar origin -flares and CMEs. Namely, in the flare-driven category CME properties can be obtained in terms of linear speed and AW. The mean/median values for the CME speed are 854/800 km/s respectively, with a broad distribution 200-1800 km/s. The certain cases cluster over 400-600 and 1000-1100 km/s bins. With respect to the CME AW, the flare-driven category consists of rather narrow CMEs with mean/median values of 194/166 degrees, respectively, without a clear preference for the AW of the certain cases. 
Distributions of the CME-driven category
For the CME-driven category (149 proton events), flare association was possible for 120 cases and CME association -for 140 cases. The certain category consists of 38 events.
Similarly as discussed above, the CME-driven category contains also flare information (in addition to the protons and radio bursts). The flare class distribution for the CME-driven category peaks also at two places: first at M1/2 but also at a higher flare class, M7/9, compared to the Flare-driven category. The mean/median value is M2.7, and the certain cases show no clear preferential distribution. For this category, the flare rise time is longer, 36/23 min for the mean/median value, respectively (some certain cases have rise times longer than 60 min).
With respect to the CME speed, the median value is the same (800 km/s) as for the flare-driven category, with larger value for the mean speed (1267 km/s) with much broader distribution (100-2400 km/s). The certain cases cluster around 800-1100 km/s. With respect to the AW, the CMEs are mostly halo, with mean/median value of 306/360 degrees, respectively, with the largest fraction of the certain cases being halo CMEs.
Distributions of the Mixed-contribution category
The Mixed-contribution category consists of 139 proton events, with flare identification for 132 cases and CME identification for 129 cases.
The histogram for the flare class for this category is unlike the other two categories because it is nearly flat in the range M1/2 to ≥X3, with a slightly higher bin for M1/2. The mean/median values are about M5. The flare rise time distribution has a longer tail towards larger values. Many flares with a gradual increase comprise this category, although the mean/median values are 25/20 min, respectively, which is close to the mean value of the Flare-driven category.
The median value for the CME speed is the largest, 1100 km/s, with nearly flat distribution between 500 and 1500 km/s and extending to over 3000 km/s. The mean value of 1200 km/s is close to the mean value for the CME-driven category. The CMEs are halo, with values of 277/360 degrees for the mean/median AW, respectively, both reminiscent to the values of the CME-driven category.
Solar cycle trends
The above distributions consider the entire time period . In this section, the SC behavior of the flare and CME mean/median values are investigated. The results are summarized in Table 2 .
For the flare and CME-driven categories the mean/median values for the flare class and CME speed are larger in SC23 compared to the respective values for the entire sample (SC23+SC24). Alternatively, these values are smaller in SC24. Overall, the differences are within the standard error. The values for the flare rise time and CME AW, however, do not show clear SC change. The flare and CME characteristics for the Mixedcontribution category neither show strong SC dependence. 
Statistical differences
Here, the statistical difference between pairs of the above distributions is evaluated based on the entire time period. The statistical significance, D, between two samples of different size is tested using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Namely, two samples of the same phenomena, either flare class/rise time or CME speed/AW, are evaluated if they are statistically different. For this study, a significance level of α=0.05 is adopted (giving for the coefficient c(0.05)=1.36). Depending on the number of events in either sample, a critical value is calculated as: D 0.05 =1.36[(n 1 +n 2 )/n 1 n 2 ] 0.5 , where n 1 and n 2 are the number of events in samples 1 and 2, respectively. Statistical significance is fulfilled when D>D 0.05 . The results using the above statistical procedure are summarized in Table 3 . Note that since the event number in the compared samples for flare class and flare rise is similar or the same for CME speed and AW, space respectively, the value for D 0.05 is the same.
When the flare sample is considered, using the values for the flare class and flare rise time, the significance is tested for three combinations of samples, in either category: Flare, CME or Mixed. With respect to the flare class and flare rise time, a statistical difference is obtained in the majority of the cases, namely when comparing the samples in each respective pair of categories, including, although just marginally, for the CME and Mixed category, but excluding Flare vs. Mixed categories.
When the CME samples are compared, by using the values for the CME speed and AW, statistical difference is obtained for the categories Flare with CME and Flare with Mixed. The CME and Mixed categories are just marginally the same (if a larger value for α is selected, the samples will fulfill the criteria for difference). 
Discussion and conclusions
The present SEP study starts with the radio burst identifications based on about 20 MeV proton event list (Miteva et al. 2017b , see also the correlation analysis presented there). Thus, all results reported here correspond to a proton sample of this energy range. Energy dependent correlation trends have been investigated elsewhere, e.g. Dierckxsens et al. (2015) and Miteva et al. (2017a) .
The statistical difference of the flare and/or CME sample distributions in the different SEP-categories is investigated in the present study by means of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For the majority of the category combinations it is found that the flare/CME sample stem from different distributions and the exceptions are just marginally the same.
The Flare-driven category is the statistically different one from the CME-driven category in all flare and CME properties.
The Mixed-contribution category has a flare class distribution that is statistically different compared to the Flare-driven and CME-driven category, whereas with respect to the flare rise time it is different only from the CME-driven one. The CME distribution of the Mixed category is the same within the 5% confidence level with the CMEs in the CME-driven sample, but different from the CMEs in the Flare-driven category.
Using findings on the flare and CME distributions in each SEP category it could be argued that the dominant driver of the SEP events is due to differences in the populations of flares and CMEs when formed in the solar corona. Based on radio emission signatures, flare-acceleration of SEPs is possible even from small in terms of their SXR emission and impulsive, with median rise time of about 13 min, solar flares when open magnetic field line configuration from the low to high solar atmosphere is present. This is the case for about 16% of the entire proton sample. In these cases, the accompanied CMEs are rather slow and narrow and it is not straightforward to expect that they will be sufficient particle accelerators (also type II bursts are absent here). However in this category, smaller in intensity (than median value) proton events are the majority (more than 70% of the observed proton sample). In summary, the Flare-driven category can include non-thermal protons, however of smaller peak intensity.
In contrast, the CME-dominant acceleration is expected when CMEs faster than the local Alfven speed are formed (e.g., Klein and Trottet, 2001) , although the median value for the CME speed in the CME-driven sample is the same as in the Flare-driven category. In addition, halo-CMEs have the potential to be geoeffective (Ameri and Valtonen, 2017) . Interestingly, the flares accompanying these CMEs are of larger flare class (M2.7) but are more gradually rising (median value of 23 min), compared to the Flare-category.
The Mixed-contribution category contains the most energetic flares and CMEs according to the median values of their distributions. This SEP category is similar to the CME-driven one in terms of CME sample characteristics, e.g., there is no statistically significant difference, and just marginally different in terms of the flare parameters. Larger (about M5) and gradual (rise time of 20 min) flares are present in the Mixed-category which are statistically different sample, in terms of flare class, compared to the flare samples in the other two SEP-categories. The CMEs in the Mixed-category are faster (median value of 1100 km/s) compared to the other two categories.
The SC dependence is tested for the large vs. small in intensity protons as well as for the helio-longitudinal location of the flares and CMEs. Over the entire period less than one third of the proton events for the Flare-driven category are of small intensity, compared to 50-55% for the other categories. With respect to the longitude, the Mixed-contribution category has slightly more western-origin events (77%) compared to nearly 70% for the other categories.
These trends are kept in SC23. For the case of SC24, the Mixed category is over-represented with large in intensity protons (76%). It also shows more events at western longitudes (85%, compared to SC23 or the entire time period). In SC24, the Flaredriven and CME-driven categories show western events that are just slightly below 70%.
In the present analysis, the different SEP-categories are defined solely based on radio burst type occurrence. This is an alternative categorization, compared to the electron to proton ratio adopted by others, e.g., Cliver (1996) , Cane at al. (2010) . This ratio was not considered here as additional parameter. In Cane at al. (2010) was shown that there is a gradual transition between the different SEP categories in contrast to the originally proposed bimodal (impulsive vs. gradual) distribution.
Similarly to the plateau-like distributions proposed by Cane et al. (2010) , each of the SEP-related solar flares and CMEs considered in the present study comprise of three distributions with some overlap between them. This triple distribution contains the pool of solar events which finally accelerates the in situ observed particle events. A probable scenario for the SEP origin is a combination of, on one side, the existence of suitable physical conditions for particle acceleration and emission at radio wavelengths, together with, on another side, a specific magnetic field line configuration with a ready access for particle escape via open field lines. Since no timing of the radio burst types was considered at present in the different SEP categories, no conclusion can be made on the release time of the different burst types with respect to the flare or CME evolution. In addition, the longitudinal effect is not clearly distinguished, since over the entire sample all categories follow roughly the 70% vs. 30% (±10%) separation of western vs. eastern location, respectively. It was obtained that shock-free conditions, weaker solar flares and dm-to-km type III bursts can also be a SEP-productive scenario. Thus, the magnetic field configuration (open field lines from the very low corona) could play a greater role than previously expected in the methodology of solar origin identification (as discussed by Klein et al. 2008) , since small and impulsive flares could lead to a population of large intensity proton events of about 20 MeV.
